
Dear Brenda Letter 

The epistle is an ancient poetic form which makes it ripe for an update 
that allows you, when writing projectively, to discover something about 
the subject and yourself. For those who’ve steeped themselves in Brenda 
Hillman’s book In a Few Minutes Before Later there’s generosity,  openness, 
surprise mind, formal invention, dedication to justice and other qualities 
that give such vitality to her work. One quality in Brenda’s work not often 
mentioned but begs consideration is wisdom. Nowhere in In a Few Minutes 
Before Later is that more clear than in HER epistle “Dear Emerging, pre-
emerging & post-emerging poets,”. Written for the Harriet blog, Brenda 
tells us, no matter where we are on the poetry-experience spectrum, what 
we need to hear: 
 
  

https://poets.org/glossary/epistolary-poem
https://paulenelson.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/You-were-trying-to-not-waste-poetrys-time-on-stupid-questions.jpg
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/harriet-books/featured-bloggers


When I read a book with the possibility I will be interviewing the poet, or 
studying it deeply for personal reasons, I take extensive notes. For 
interviews, these notes serve as potential topics of conversation. When I 
saw Brenda at AWP23 in Seattle, I apologized for marking up her book so 
much, but she loved the notes and encouraged me to post them on social 
media and so I did with an apology: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQRxyV9zTVI




There’s a bit of my personal mythology showing and my editor skills 
came into play when I structured the interview questions and then 

again in the moment of the interview when I decided what to ask next. 

The Letter 

After reading a book by a poet, you should have some sense of who they 
are, what their priorities are and maybe what they don’t like. Poets who 
write more difficult poems, experimenters, may make entry into their 
poetry harder for you, but we’re partial to WCW’s doctrine that: “There is 
no poetry of distinction without formal invention, for it is in the intimate 
form that works of art achieve their exact meaning…” The work of poets 
engaged in formal invention are harder to grok at first, but that opens up 
the realm of inquiry, no? What would you ask Brenda if you wrote to her? 
What’s with all the commas, Brenda? Why do you talk to yourself, Brenda? 
How many selves do you have, Brenda? You could even lard your own 
Brenda letter with commas, semi-colons, asterisks or sidebars into other 
realms of your self. Her tricks are fair game for you and she might expect 
them, or may block you on Instagram or write about you in a future poem. 
Of course, “If we don’t show anyone we’re free to write anything.” You 
don’t have to mail the letter to Brenda, but you should write to her in an 
intimate and vulnerable way. She would expect nothing less. 

11:42am 
13-MAR-2023 

Casa del Colibrí 
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